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I hope that your summer was a time of relaxation and recharging your batteries.

Over the summer, the Pharmacy Alumni Association has been busy. We welcomed Jennifer Glasco, ’09, as our new PAA incoming president. Jennifer recently completed a pharmacy practice residency at Virginia Mason Medical Center, and she is now a pharmacist there. While in pharmacy school, Jennifer appreciated working with pharmacists from many different pharmacy practice areas. She values the impact these pharmacists had on her professional development, and she says she is now ready to “pay it forward” to UW School of Pharmacy students. Welcome, Jennifer! We’re excited to have you as a leader within our association.

We have also been focusing on making your PAA membership even better. And now, for the first time ever, the annual membership dues for PAA count as a tax-deductible contribution to the UW and the School of Pharmacy. A tax deduction, just for doing something you would already do!

This past June, I had the distinct pleasure of attending the School of Pharmacy graduation and presenting the 2010 PAA Professional Excellence Award to Pharm.D. graduate Luis Ramos. Luis embodies the kind of leadership and passion that so many pharmacy students and alumni possess. I look forward to giving out PAA scholarships to two exemplary students this year.

I’m also looking forward to seeing you at our Homecoming celebration this fall. PAA is changing the event this year. We are combining our class reunions with the UW Homecoming Weekend for one big Friday night Homecoming Social and Reunion Celebration. It will be a great time to see friends, celebrate the purple and gold, and get ready to beat Oregon State!

If you’re looking for additional opportunities to connect with the School, keep in mind that pharmacy students are ramping up for ever-more community activities this academic year. They have received grants to host numerous health care events in underserved communities and to organize pharmacy outreach projects. They are always in need of preceptors and mentors for their events.

As a regular preceptor for these kinds of activities, I have learned so much from the students and have been able to build relationships with the new classes. They always appreciate the opportunity to interact with alumni in this capacity.

To inquire about precepting or mentoring opportunities, please e-mail your contact information and your area of interest to me at jarnold@wsparx.org. No matter what, I hope each of you are finding your own valuable way to stay connected to the School.

Jenny Arnold, ’06
President, Pharmacy Alumni Association

**Upcoming Events**

**October 15**
Pharmacy Alumni Night - Homecoming Social and Reunion Celebration
Eastlake Bar and Grill
Seattle, Wash.
Contact: Nancy Hart
(206) 616-7613
rxevents@uw.edu

**Nov. 5-6**
WSPA Annual Convention
Hilton Hotel
Vancouver, Wash.
Visit www.wsparx.org to register

Stay tuned for information about an event in honor of all reunion classes of 50 years and beyond in spring 2011!
The University of Washington released a report this summer detailing some of the significant impacts this institution makes on the region. I thought I would share a few noteworthy highlights of the report with you:

- The UW was on the President’s Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll in 2009, the highest federal recognition a university can receive for its commitment to volunteering, service-learning and civic engagement.
- Collectively, UW students were involved in more than 346,000 hours of service in fiscal year 2009.
- Every year, the UW receives more federal research funding than any other American public university.

I’m proud of the many ways that the School of Pharmacy contributes to these numbers. And I’m proud of what they mean — that we are a community of people who care about service learning, volunteering and working on critical research.

The report also quantified the university’s economic impact on the state of Washington — emphasizing the UW’s positive impacts on employment, spending and tax revenue. It is no coincidence, of course, that the UW released this report during a time when institutes of higher education are continually facing cuts in state funding. If we want to protect our operations, we must continue to demonstrate and quantify just how much our university, and the School of Pharmacy, enrich our society.

At our School, we are so lucky to have a group of alumni and friends who are already out in the world being such enthusiastic champions. They understand from personal experience the kind of difference this School makes.

Further, we are lucky to have a community of people who are devoted to offering private support to our students, faculty, research and programs. Once again this year, we ranked No. 1 among all schools and colleges at the university in the percentage of alumni who make gifts. Every single gift is crucial to our success. Every donor from the past year is acknowledged in this issue of Dawg Scripts, starting on Page 8.

Within those donor-recognition pages, there is also a timeline that showcases the first 20 years of the School of Pharmacy Dean’s Club. We are excited to celebrate the anniversary of this special group of donors this fiscal year. Read more about the Dean’s Club legacy, as well as about important changes taking place in the club, on Page 12.

In other parts of this magazine, you will read about a student who spent her summer providing care at the world-famous Albert Schweitzer Hospital in the African nation of Gabon, a faculty member providing increased research opportunities for American Indians and Native Alaskans, and a couple of alumni who were coincidentally stationed together in a Naval hospital in Guam.

I hope you will write us at rxalumni@uw.edu if you have your own stories to submit for future issues. You, our alumni and friends, are always our greatest ambassadors.

Thomas A. Baillie, Ph.D, D.Sc.
Dean, UW School of Pharmacy

**Message from the Dean**

**Congratulations to the UW School of Pharmacy Class of 2010!**

Photos by Morgan Keuler, Team Photogenic, 2010
Professor Helps Expand Research Opportunities Among American Indians and Native Alaskans

The School of Pharmacy has joined a nationwide network of scientists through the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to study how genes affect individual response to medicines. Ken Thummel, chair and professor of pharmaceutics, and Wylie Burke, professor in the School of Medicine, and colleagues, recently learned they have received a five-year, $10 million grant from the NIH’s Pharmacogenomics Research Network (PGRN) to create a Northwest-Alaska center to study pharmacogenomics in rural and underserved populations.

The grant is one of 14 nationwide — totaling $166.3 million — that the NIH awarded to expand this research network. In the 10 years since the PGRN’s formation, researchers have identified gene variants linked to people’s responses to medicines that treat cancer, heart disease, and other conditions. The aim of pharmacogenomics research is to identify how genes can be used to individualize drug therapies to make drugs safer and more effective for each person.

“Thummel and Burke’s PGRN program is the first to address the needs of underserved populations in the Pacific Northwest and Alaska. It is a partnership with researchers at the University of Alaska-Fairbanks, University of Montana, Southcentral Foundation in Anchorage, Group Health Research Institute, Puget Sound Blood Center and with communities and rural healthcare providers in Anchorage and the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta in Alaska, Northwestern Montana, and parts of rural Washington and Idaho.”

“We hope this grant will reduce barriers that limit the inclusion of American Indian and Alaska Native people in pharmacogenomic research,” said Thummel. “We’d like these traditionally underserved communities, and their healthcare providers, to have increased opportunities to evaluate the merits of this testing and introduce advances into clinical practice when warranted.”

The center’s research will focus initially on genetic variables influencing drug therapy with the blood thinner warfarin, the anti-estrogen tamoxifen, and the immunosuppressant tacrolimus.

“These drugs are promising examples of pharmacogenomic test cases that could lead to improved safety and efficacy in dosing levels,” said Erica Woodahl, lead investigator at the University of Montana and UW affiliate assistant professor of pharmaceutics. The researchers hope to determine if the gene variation that has affected drug metabolism and responses among other study populations is also prevalent among American Indians and Alaska Natives.

Project members also hope to assess possible gene-environment interactions. For example, many Yup’ik Eskimos still live a largely subsistence lifestyle. Their resulting diet is rich in polyunsaturated fatty acids, while low in leafy green vegetables — both factors that might contribute to a change in blood clotting and an altered need for warfarin. The scientists hope to take advantage of recently developed dietary biomarkers, Yup’ik food frequency questionnaires and cell-based models to analyze this subject.

Burke said that she and colleagues have sought to launch this type of research center for years. “We wanted to ensure that pharmacogenomic discoveries contributing to improvements in drug efficacy and safety benefit all people living in our region,” she said.

At the University of Washington, the multidisciplinary research group involved in the project also includes faculty from the Departments of Bioethics and Humanities, Epidemiology, Family Medicine, Genome Sciences, Law, Medicinal Chemistry, Nephrology, and Pharmacy.
School Has Big Presence at AACP Annual Meeting in Seattle

The American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy (AACP) held its annual meeting, themed “Expanding Our Horizons,” in Seattle this past July. More than 1,700 members attended the event, and the UW School of Pharmacy had a great showing.

The School was named a finalist for the AACP Transformative Community Service Award. This award recognizes a school of pharmacy demonstrating a major institutional commitment to addressing unmet community needs through education, practice and research. The winner will be announced in November.

Five faculty members held AACP leadership positions: Colleen Catalano was faculty representative to the House of Delegates; Karan Dawson was Chair of the Continuing Professional Education Section; Dana Hammer was Secretary on the Council of Faculties; Annie Lam was Chair of the Geriatric Pharmacy Special Interest Group; and Nanci Murphy was on Council of Deans Innovations in Health Care Education Task Force and on the Program Committee.

Further, Cynthia Brennan, Jennifer Danielson, Dana Hammer, Tom Hazlet, Annie Lam, Nanci Murphy, Peggy Odegard, Joy Plein, Dave Veenstra and Stan Weber were presenters or moderators at workshops, roundtables and sessions. Dean Tom Baillie moderated a plenary session in which Andy Stergachis presented. Colleen Catalano, Jennifer Danielson and Skye McKennon presented posters.

School and Faculty News

Department of Medicinal Chemistry faculty members William Atkins, Carlos Catalano and Rheem Totah, and Department of Pharmaceutics faculty member Rodney Ho, were participating faculty in the UW Amgen Scholars Summer Program.

Department of Pharmacy faculty members Brian Bresnahan, Louis Garrison, and Sean Sullivan were co-authors on an article entitled “Findings Related to Assessing Value for Private U.S. Health Plans” in the June edition of The American Journal of Pharmacy Benefits.

Josh Carlson, research assistant professor of pharmacy, received a K12 program award from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality through the UW Centers for Comparative and Health Systems Effectiveness Alliance. It provides him with in-depth, multidisciplinary comparative-effectiveness research training.

Department of Pharmacy faculty members Josh Carlson, Beth Devine, Louis Garrison, Sean Sullivan, Dave Veenstra and affiliate faculty members Scott Ramsey and John Watkins presented at the International Society for Pharmacoeconomic and Outcomes Research annual meeting in May in Atlanta.

Department of Pharmacy faculty members Beth Devine and Peggy Odegard are co-investigators on a $2.9 million grant on patient safety from the Department of Health & Human Services Agency for Healthcare Research & Quality. Jackie Gardner, professor of pharmacy, retired after 18 years with the School. “Jackie changed the way the profession of pharmacy did business and the way individual pharmacists embraced patient care,” said Don Downing, clinical professor of pharmacy.

Milo Gibaldi Endowed Professor of Pharmaceutics Rodney Ho received a Life Sciences Discovery Fund commercialization grant for $150,000 for a project that will test the safety and pharmacology of a novel MRI contrast agent.

Kelly Lee, assistant professor of medicinal chemistry, received a Creative and Novel Ideas in HIV Research grant for the project “Resolving the core protein skeleton of the HIV Env glycoprotein spike.” This grant is funded by the National Institutes of Health and the Centers for AIDS Research. He will work with Professor of Pharmaceutics Shiu-Lok Hu on this project.

Assistant Professor of Pharmaceutics Yvonne Lin received an NIH R01 grant for the project “Exogenous and Endogenous Biomarkers of CYP2D6 Variability in Pediatrics.” Lin also got an Institute of Translational Health Sciences pilot grant for “Investigation of the In Vivo Inhibition of Cytochrome P450 3A4 by the Natural Product Resveratrol and the Potential for an Herb-Drug Interaction.”

Associate Professor of Pharmaceutics Qingcheng Mao co-authored “Role of basic residues within or near the predicted transmembrane helix 2 of the human breast cancer resistance protein in drug transport” in the June Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics. An illustration from the manuscript was on the cover of that issue of the journal.

Professor of Pharmacy Joy Plein is the 2010 Distinguished Alumna of Idaho State University.

Jashvant Unadkat, professor of pharmaceutics, was appointed a Fellow of the Japanese Society for the Study of Xenobiotics in November 2009. Unadkat also gave the keynote lecture at the 9th International Society for the Study of Xenobiotics meeting in Turkey.
Providing Care to the Villages of Gabon

Student receives prestigious fellowship to work at the Schweitzer Hospital in Africa

Third-year pharmacy student Elise Fields entered the School of Pharmacy in hopes of pursuing a career in public health and global pharmacy. She has wasted no time in getting hands-on experience in both areas.

She previously volunteered as a medication screener for a regional medicine-return program. In 2009, she received a School financial award to spend her summer in Ghana, working with Ghanaian pharmacy students and faculty on a drug-safety campaign.

And this year, she was selected as one of six Lambaréné Albert Schweitzer Public Health Fellows.

Through the Schweitzer fellowship, Fields went to the west central African nation of Gabon this summer to work at the famed Schweitzer Hospital in the jungle village of Lambaréné. She is the first pharmacy student in the 30-plus-year history of this program ever to receive this fellowship.

The Lambaréné hospital was founded in 1913 by Albert Schweitzer, the 20th century musician, philosopher and physician who later became a Nobel Peace Prize Laureate. It is devoted to studying the major causes of infectious diseases in sub-Saharan Africa and serving a population with extremely limited access to care. Even today, many Gabonese people travel for days to reach the clinic.

Schweitzer Fellows get experience serving a population with major health issues — including HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis. Meanwhile, the experience is intended to help them become leaders who are dedicated and skilled in addressing the health needs of underserved communities.

One of Fields’ roles at the hospital was to focus on a multi-department project to improve drug-delivery practices. In addition, Fields tailored an existing diabetic-regimen handout to make it more accessible to a poor and mostly illiterate population. She also developed and executed a study involving patient attitudes toward side effects caused by drugs from both traditional and modern medicine.

This summer turned out to be especially busy for the already- hectic hospital. Health care workers throughout the nation were in the midst of a long strike when Fields arrived in Lambaréné. And the Schweitzer Hospital was one of the few open health care facilities in the nation.

“It wasn’t unusual for patients to spend all day waiting to see a physician,” Fields said.

A few times a week, she also traveled to remote villages with nurses from the maternal/child health program. They provided health clinics to people with no other access to care. She worked alongside the prescribing nurse or junior physician, helping to determine the most appropriate medications from the limited selection as well as counseling the patients.

“I often felt awed by the severity of cases we saw,” she said. “Parents would present children with highly acute problems to us because of the distance and expense to take them to a clinic. We could only transport the most extreme cases back to the hospital, assuming we had room. Thus, we had to treat many complex cases based strictly on empirical evidence. We often didn’t find out the outcomes.”

Fields said she was grateful to be able to help in whatever way she could. Further, she is thrilled to have been chosen as the first-ever pharmacy student to be a Schweitzer Fellow. She enjoyed showing the other fellows in Gabon just how important it was to have a pharmacist on their health care team — despite any initial surprise they had when they met her. She hopes to continue playing a part in moving the field of pharmacy forward.

“I hope that my experiences in Lambaréné will inspire other future pharmacists to promote our profession beyond preconceptions and find new ways to serve patients,” she said. 😊
Karen Craddick, ’12, recently received a competitive Paul Ambrose scholarship to participate in the annual Ambrose Symposium in Washington, D.C. At the June conference, she attended presentations and discussions by public health leaders and industry experts on topics such as prevention, health policy advocacy and community organizing.

“The ability to spend the weekend with like-minded health professional students who share my passions was amazing,” she said.

Upon returning home from the symposium, each scholarship recipient must complete a public health project in their community. For Craddick’s project, she set out to increase health literacy at Harborview Medical Center’s Pioneer Square Clinic, where she interns. This downtown Seattle clinic provides primary health care and treats acute problems for low-income and homeless adult patients.

Craddick created educational materials to help patients understand how to read medication labels, call in refills and know which medicines they take. She is also collecting data to assess how often patients receive a medication list at clinic visits. She is working with the medical director and other pharmacists to encourage providers to give patients such a list at every visit — an especially important step for a patient population that may not have an easy way to access or remember that information.

“Knowing what medicine one takes is so important in emergency situations and to aid in compliance, among other things” said Craddick.

Her experience as an Ambrose Scholar has deepened her enthusiasm for the role that pharmacists play in improving public health.

“I would like a public-health-related career where I can work to expand the role pharmacists can and do play in making people healthy,” she said.

The Paul Ambrose Scholars Program, coordinated by the Association for Prevention Teaching and Research and sponsored by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, is named for a rising star in the field of prevention and public health who lost his life on September 11, 2001.

Scholarship Supports Public Health Outreach Efforts

16 Years of Border-to-Border

This past May marked the 16th anniversary of pharmacy students’ participation in the annual Border-to-Border fundraiser! The event benefits the American Cancer Society and covers 325 miles, from Vancouver, Wash., to Blaine, Wash. Over the years, tens of thousands of dollars have been raised by students who participate in the event. This year, more than 35 students took part, raising $3,500.
Recognizing Our Donors

We gratefully acknowledge the many generous alumni, faculty, staff, students, corporations, foundations and friends that made gifts and pledges to our School and gave donations to student events between July 1, 2009, and June 30, 2010.

CORPORATIONS & FOUNDATIONS

$50,000+
Abbott Laboratories
Amergen
AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP
Bayer HealthCare
Eli Lilly and Company
Levin & Morgan
Merck & Co. Inc.
National Pharmaceutical Council
Pfizer Inc.
Public Health Research Institute
U.S. Imperial Equipment Inc.

$25,000 - $49,999
GE Healthcare
Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corp.

$10,000 - $24,999
American Chemical Society
Dai-ichi Kangyo Bank LTD
Foundation for Managed Care
GlaxoSmithKline
The Kroger Company
Walgreen Co.

Less than $10,000
A L A Architecture
Abbott Laboratories Fund
Agua Verde Inc.
Albertsons Stores Charitable Foundation
Allergan Foundation
American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists
Amergen Foundation Inc.
Aurora Veterinary Hospital
The Bartell Drug Company
Bellevue Art Museum
Bill and Linda Stavropoulos Family Foundation
Bi-Mart
Bob Johnson’s Pharmacy
The Boeing Company
Cafe Javasti
Chinook Pharmacy Inc.
Cloud City Coffee
CVS Caremark
Dance Voyage Studio
Derby Salon
Dimirouz’s Jazz Alley
Dow AgroSciences LLC
Duke’s Chowder House
DWM Consulting LLC
Eli Lilly & Co. Foundation
Experience Music Project
Fairhaven Pharmacy
Fred Meyer Inc.
Garage Billiards
Garfield Medical Square Pharmacy
GE Foundation
Genentech, Inc.
George F. Lund Trust
GlaxoSmithKline Foundation
Haggen Top Food & Drug
Hall’s Drug Center Inc.
Hong Kong Hospital Authority
Interbay Golf Center
Interlake Pharmacy
International Society for Pharmacoeconomic & Outcomes Research
J C ’S True Care Pharmacy Inc.
Jillian’s Billiard Club
Katterman’s Sand Point Pharmacy
Kelley-Ross and Associates Inc.
Kona Kitchen
Laszlo’s Color Salon
Lincoln Pharmacy
Maple Leaf Pharmacy
Mason and Crown
McKesson HBOC Foundation Inc.
Merck Partnership For Giving
Microsoft Corporation
NACDS Foundation
National Community Pharmacists Association Foundation
Nintendo of America Inc.
Northshore Scholarship Foundation
Nyberg Health Enterprises, Inc.
Oki Golf
Pfizer Foundation Inc.
Pharm Data
Pharmacists Integrative Pharmacy
Pharmacists Mutual Insurance Co.
Pike Brewing Company
Pondera Winery
Professional Pharmacists of Pierce County
Quality Food Centers Inc.
Ray’s Boathouse
Regence Employee Giving Campaign
Rite Aid Headquarters Corporation
Rover's Restaurant
SafeWay Inc.
Seven Salon
SuperValu Foundation
Suquamish Clearwater Casino Resort
Target Stores
Taylor Shellfish Farms
The Mrs. Cooks
The Seattle Aquarium Society
The Seattle Foundation
Tiki Bob’s Cantina
Twin Harbor Drug Inc.
Underground Tour
United Way of Snohomish County University Book Store
University Chiropractic
UW Pharmacy Alumni Association
Wal-Mart Stores Inc.
Walter & Hazel Hinman Foundation
Washington State Pharmacy Association
Woodland Park Zoo

INDIVIDUALS

$5,000+
Kathleen & Thomas Baillie
Geraldine Brady
Herb Bridge
John Douglas & Sandra Dowling

President’s Club ($2,000 - $4,999)
Evelyn Arrigoni
James & Karen Dawson
Donald & Donna Dockter
Donna & Michael Fey
Jacqueline Gardner & Gary Elmer
Mitchell & Mandy Higashi
Rodney Ho & Lily Hwang-Ho
Kevin Koch & Kathleen Maloney
Mary & Paul Kuehn
Stephen & Kathy Kushner
RosAnn Kushner & Mark Holodniy
Sally & Craig Kvan
Virginia Leland
Robert Lohr
Malcolm & Diane McCallum
David Nelson
Sidney & Joan Nelson
David & Peggy Odegard
Patrick & Missy O’Donnell
Gary Skiles & Paula Fujiwara
Jack & Carol Stafford
Shannon Stewart & Allan Rettie
Bartlett Whelton
Chris & Gail Whitley
Donald & Arda Williams
Edward Wong & Kathleen Price

20 YEARS OF GIVING
As we celebrate the 20th anniversary of the Dean’s Club this fiscal year, we’d like to acknowledge a few giving highlights from our Dean’s Club members over the years.

Dean’s Club formed
Hope Barnes
William Bradley Endowed Fellowship;
Natural Products Faculty Fund (in honor of Lynn Brady)

1990
1999
1992
1993
1994

Milo Gibaldi is dean

Fall 2010
Photos by Team Photogenic and Morgan Keuler

**Dean's Club**

($500 - $999)

Glenn & Cheryl Adams
Benny & Dana Amore
Evon Anukam
Carl & Yekaterina Atienza
Jack Babcock
George Benson
George Brandt
Kari & Adam Brothers
James & Barbara Cammack
John Campbell
Charles & Pura Carlson
Carol Chervenak & William Barish
Janet & William Corriston
Wanda Crow
Bonnie & Walter Davison
Beth Devine
Thy Do
Austin Douglas
Carol Edmiston & Paul Sakai
Gregory Edmiston & Debra Leith
Kenneth Euler
William & Sharon Fassett
Stuart & Renee Feldman
William & Elizabeth Fisher
Kay & David Griffy
David & Christine Gross
Joel & Dana Hadfield
Thomas Hazlet
Minxia He
Paul & Chana Hiranaka
Mark & Pamela Holzemer
John & Maureen Horn
Kay Houghton
Gayle Hudgins & Tim Edwards
Lorraine Humm
Brenda & Jess Kelly
Cherie & Ronald Klein
Bojan Lalovic
Daniel & Rebecca Malone
Emmanuel Melchor
Mebrat Mengstab
Linda Peterson
Dominic & Natalie Poon
Susan & Russell Purvis
James & Patricia Ramsay
Lisa & Richard Reis
Robert & Martha Satterthwaite
Danny & Barbara Shen
Virgil & Carole Sheppard
Dennis Shibata
Ronald Spring
Andreas & JoAnn Stergachis
Theodore & Akico Taniguchi
Arvind Thakkar
Paul Tom
Caryl Trager
Jizel & Steven Wanaka
Victor & Ann Warner
Ai-Ming Yu & Liping Chen

$100 - $499

Katherine & Neal Akamine
Jan & Bennett Anderson
Tabitha Autelle
Darlene & Ronald Baete
William & Janyne Barnes
Rhonda & Gustav Bekker
Shannon Bemis
John & Sharon Bennett
Donald Bentley
John & Terry Berg
Sharon & John Billdt
Verle Bleess
Duane Bloedow
Gary & Sophia Bogh
Michael Bonck
Susan Boyer
June Bozianich
Wayne & Janice Brink
Peter & Kathryn Caldwell
Bonnie Campbell
Juan & Rosario Cantu

Marshall & Caroline Chalverus
Chih-Hui Chen
Grant Chester
Peter & Sylvia Chin
Darryl Chinn & Deborah Woo-Chinn
Lisa Choe
Linda Cho-Nakaoka & Mark Nakaoka
Judith & Barry Christensen
Richard Coar
Susan Coar
Diane & Terry Crutchfield
Victor & Sheri Curtis
Charles & Linda Dahl
Howard Darvey
Kristin Deaver
Stephanie Decker & George Guenther
Leslie Dickmann
Paul Dickson
Linda Diffely
John & Donna DiGiovanni
Quy Dinh
Penny & Kim Dixon
Jennie Do
Sandy Dorn
Tamara Duenmer
Robert & Julie Durbin
Tamara & Stephen Eide
Leslie Ellis
Jerry & Julie Eng
Steven & Cynthia Erickson
Michael & Susan Estep
Charlene Fernandez
Steven & Kim Fijalka
George & Sophia Fonti
Anthony Forte
Madeleine Fry
Donna Galutia
Gloria Germo
Martha Gould
Ivars & Inese Graudins
Barbara & Marcus Groffman
Sandra Hagan
Lisa Hall
Nathan Hall
Wendy Hamamoto
Robert & Kathleen Hamilton
Tanya & Michael Hamilton
Jean Hamlinsn
Dana & Keith Hammer
William & Trudy Hamry
Anthony & Linda Haralson
Michael & Mary Harding
Gary & Carrol Harris
Richard Hart
Sallie Hartnett
William Hayton
Robert & Kimberlee Hendryx
Megan & Michael Hirae

**Plein Endowment for Excellence in Pharm. Education**

Sid Nelson is dean
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Students Make Giving an Annual Tradition

During their graduation this past June, the Class of 2010 presented a class gift to the School of Pharmacy. Almost 70 percent of the students contributed to this gift, which helped create a special fund in honor of a favorite professor among the students — the Micki Kedzierski Pharmacy Service Excellence Fund.

It was the first time a graduating pharmacy class had created this kind of a class gift. And they have inspired the Class of 2011 to carry on the tradition.

The Class of 2011 P-4 Giving Campaign is setting out to help raise the money needed to fully endow the Doug Black Endowed Pharm.D. Scholarship. Once fully invested, this fund will provide a yearly scholarship to a deserving Pharm.D. student who exemplifies Professor Black’s enthusiastic perspective on education.

The students in charge of this year’s P-4 Campaign couldn’t be more excited about trying to make this happen. As they noted in an open letter to their Class of 2011 classmates: “We want to take our support of the School of Pharmacy and its awesome professors to the next level.”

To help the students with their campaign, please visit sop.washington.edu/p4giving/2011.
Ruth Cornwall  
Sarah Craciun  
Scott Curtis  
Sidney Cutter  
Erin Cutter  
My Dang  
Shelly Dunnen  
Karen & Timothy De Lacy  
Gayle DeBay  
EllenDegrasse  
Lubomir & Mira Dermentzjiev  
Kenneth & Sandra Dick  
Brenda DiPrete  
James Doll  
Misty Downey  
Mark & Pamela Dudgeon  
Carla Duffy  
Shannon Duke  
Jill & Derrick Dunmore  
Harold & Diane Eiesland  
Cherelyn Espina-Nguyen & Vinh Nguyen  
Manuel Esteban  
Ralph & Diane Estep  
Charles Fann  
Alisha Fewsins  
Susan Flatboe  
Gregory & Carol Foltz  
Lola Frederick  
Susanne Fremming  
Raymond & Lois French  
Shannon Fry  
Jia-Jan Fu  
Marilyn Fuller  
Bill & Helen Fung  
Erin Gallagher  
Deidre Golej  
Hannah Greendorfer  
Suzanne & James Grigg  
Karen Grinen  
Victor Grutchfield  
John & Carol Hagiwara  
Marvin & Frances Hanamish  
Susan & Robert Hamm  
Melanie Harper  
Charles Harris  
Sharon Hawkins  
Brian & Linda Heeney  
Lewis Heffron  
Jennifer Heilmann  
Betty Hendricks  
Carmen Holcomb  
Martin Hubbard  
Anna & James Huffman  
Dawn & Michael Ipsen  
Christi Irons  
Jessica Isono  
Charles Jensen  
Gerald Johnson  
Shirley Johnson  
William & Kathryn Jolly  
Joseph Jovanovich  
Daniel Juergens  
Charles & Mary Jo Kahler  
Amir Karimzadeh  
Helen & Richard Kay  
Marlin & Kathleen Kelly  
Kayla Kent  
Rebecca Kingsley  
Gerianne Klaaskare  
Cynthia Kletteke  
Nicole Klosterman  
Lisa Knorr  
David Koehmssted  
Kurtis Koth & Maureen McCarthy-Koth  
Gregory Kozak  
John & Frances Krippanehe  
Judith Kronick  
Roy Kurimura  
Diana & William Kusulos  
Morton Kuznetz  
Shannon & Robert Lahn  
Angela Lam  
Theresa Lambert  
Hieu Le  
Rebecca & Tsuneto Lee  
Linda Lei  
Brent Leithauer  
Lawrence & Beverly Lemchen  
Amie Lenzi  
Karen Lew  
Stephen Lincoln  
Marty & Katharine Lindemann  
Thomas Lindley  
Victor Lo  
Helen Loennig  
Marjorie Loennig  
Jeanne Long  
James Longmate  
Michael Louie  
Maureen Lumsden  
George Lund  
Timothy & Gretchen Lynch  
Nancy Maben  
Gordon & Marilyn MacDonald  
William & Mayumi MacDonald  
Jack Manning & Kathleen Muir  
Hrag & C Marganian  
Tahnee Marginean  
E. Marshall  
Susan & Daniel Martell  
Douglas Mason & Patricia Stewart  
Vivian McBride  
Merri & Neil McDonnell  
Dorothy McKinnon  
Brad McNiece  
Judith McNiel  
Don & Janet Mehaffey  
John Merrick  
Joette Meyer  
Allan & Lanette Mikesell  
Joe & Elizabeth Miles  
Linda & Robert Mitchell  
Kimberly Moody  
Richard & Shari Morrison  
Michelle & Michael Moser  
JoVanna Moses  
Steven Moss  
Valerie Moua  
William Mouser  
Saty Murthy  
Nancy Nance  
Bao-Linh Nguyen  
Lisa Nguyen  
Nga Nguyen  
David Nilson  
Debbie Noeske  
Rachel Nowak  
Stuart & Lisa O’brochta  
Christopher & Mac Okawa  
Eileen Oldright  
Thomas & Sharon Ormiston  
John Ott  
Gerald & Janet Padgett  
David Palumbo  
Norman & Rhalene Patajo  
Beverly Patzer  
Tracy Pham  
Triana Pham  
Lawrence Pierce  
Robert Plut  
Rozanne Poirier & John Tibbs  
Beverly Pope  
William Porter  
Catherine Pritchett  
Tsering Rikha  
Ann & Arnold Rivenes  
Rhonda Roedler  
Lisa & R. Rogers  
Myrna & Marvin Romack  
Mary Pat & Nick Rondinelli  
Donald & Mary Roos  
Melissa Rozdilsky  
Steven Schold  
Anita & Hitesh Shah  
Redmond & K. Sharp  
Susan Shigaya  
Richard & Christine Shine  
Victoria Shum  
Jack Shupe  
Sarah Sing  
Charles Small  
Floyd Smallbeck  
Marjorie Smallbeck  
Sarah Smart  
Daniel Smith  
Michael Smith  
Patricia Sonnett  
Richard & Cheryl Stermerick  
Carl Stevens  
John & Elizabeth Stillings  
Bonnig & Alan Stone

Jennifer Stutz  
Betty & Joseph Sullivan  
Lydia Sun  
Timothy & Jennifer Sweeney  
Lynda Tanag  
Thomas Tennant  
Michael Thomas  
Reilly Thomas  
Juli & Wesley Thompson  
Nancy Thrumond  
Ted & Christine Toribara  
Lillieth Trumper  
Sara Tseng  
Gordon Tweit  
Peggy Van Buskirk  
Arie Van Wingen  
Joan VanGeel  
Anthony Visone  
Grant Walker  
Elizabeth Warren  
Louise Warren  
Charles Wassberg  
Hillary Watson  
James Weinert  
Judy Weiss  
Phyllis Wene  
Walton Wheatman  
Ann & Craig Wilbour  
Richard Williamson  
Robert & Elizabeth Wilson  
John Wiskerchen  
Daniel Witt  
Donald & Karen Wolfe  
Wendy Wong  
Lincoln Wright  
Susan Zwiers

*Please see Page 12 for important information about giving levels.

Every effort has been made to represent the names of our donors accurately. We apologize for any errors or omissions. For more information about giving to the School, or to correct your donor listing, please call or e-mail Claire Forster, (206) 616-3217, clbrown@uw.edu.
School of Pharmacy Dean’s Club Marks Its 20th Year

Twenty years ago, a devoted group of School of Pharmacy alumni came together to form the Dean’s Club. With a shared desire to ensure their alma mater maintained the high level of excellence they experienced as students, they created a group that provides annual financial support to the School of Pharmacy.

The impact of gifts to the School from the Dean’s Club throughout these past two decades is immeasurable.

Dean’s Club members have helped provide students with the means to travel to important national conferences, enabled the School of Pharmacy to give out scholarships to an overwhelming majority of students who apply, helped faculty and students create pharmacy outreach programs for underserved communities, and helped provide the core funding for countless special opportunities.

In short, Dean’s Club members help make the School of Pharmacy the first-rate institution that it is.

Today, we are happy to report that many of the founding members are still part of the Dean’s Club, and hundreds of others have joined them over the years.

“We are so fortunate to have such a dedicated group of people in our Dean’s Club,” said Dean Thomas Bailie. “When I first became dean two years ago, Dean Emeritus Sid Nelson emphasized what a special group of people we have in this club, and just how enthusiastic they are about helping the School achieve its goals. It has been delightful to get to know them and to see that enthusiasm firsthand.”

Dean’s Club members can look forward to some special events and opportunities in the coming year in celebration of the 20th anniversary.

“I support the University of Washington School of Pharmacy in this way because it has given me a profession that I still love after 40 years, and I have continued to get a lot back from the School even after graduation. And I love the ongoing camaraderie I have with my peers through my Dean’s Club membership.”

~Donna Dockter, ’72, Dean’s Club Founding Member

PHOTOS: LEFT: From left: Founding Dean’s Club member and 2009’s Distinguished Alumnus Steve Singer, ’81, Jenny Arnold (Riddell), ’06, and Affiliate Assistant Professor of Pharmacy Steve Riddle at the 2010 Dean’s Recognition Reception. CENTER: Three School of Pharmacy deans appeared at this year’s Dean’s Club Night at the Mariners. From Left: Dean Emeritus Jack Orr, Dean Thomas Bailie, and Dean Emeritus Sid Nelson. RIGHT: From left: Michael Fey, ’71, Donna Fey, ’69, and Ray Wilson, ’69, at the 2010 Dean’s Recognition Reception

PHOTOS: LEFT: From left: Founding Dean’s Club member and 2009’s Distinguished Alumnus Steve Singer, ’81, Jenny Arnold (Riddell), ’06, and Affiliate Assistant Professor of Pharmacy Steve Riddle at the 2010 Dean’s Recognition Reception. CENTER: Three School of Pharmacy deans appeared at this year’s Dean’s Club Night at the Mariners. From Left: Dean Emeritus Jack Orr, Dean Thomas Bailie, and Dean Emeritus Sid Nelson. RIGHT: From left: Michael Fey, ’71, Donna Fey, ’69, and Ray Wilson, ’69, at the 2010 Dean’s Recognition Reception

Membership Levels Change with the Times

Much has changed at the School of Pharmacy since the Dean’s Club first formed. We have moved from Bagley Hall to the Magnuson Health Sciences complex. Our graduating classes are much larger, and we have transitioned from offering a Bachelor of Science in pharmacy degree to offering a Pharm.D. degree. Our research programs have grown and produced internationally renowned programs like the Pharmaceutical Outcomes Research and Policy Program.

While our commitment to providing world-class educational and research programs have remained consistent, the costs to provide them have not. As such, we have determined it is time to increase our Dean’s Club annual giving levels to the following:

- **Dean’s Club: $1,000 to any fund or department at the School of Pharmacy**
- **Young Alumni Dean’s Club: $500 to the School for those who graduated in the last five years**

We continue to be grateful to our Dean’s Club members for the difference they make. To learn more about these changes or to become a member, call Maria Tran at (206) 221-2465 or visit sop.washington.edu/school-of-pharmacy/giving/deans-club.html.

Dean’s Recognition Reception Photos by Jennifer Richard, Team Photogenic, 2010
Alumni Reconnect in Pharmacy ‘Halfway Around the World’

Alumnus Geoffrey Cheng, ’02, a civilian pharmacist at Naval Health Clinic Hawaii, recently sent us the following story:

Just as I was finishing officer training in Newport, Rhode Island, for the U.S. Navy reserves this past April, Naval Hospital Guam’s pharmacy sent out a request for staffing coverage during a transition period. It was an ideal duty station for a new reservist to start out service, so I signed up for the 30-day orders.

Once my orders were confirmed, I called the pharmacist to ask more questions. She was on leave, but the department head answered my call.

“Is this Geoff, Geoff Cheng from UW?” he asked me.

Call it luck or fate, but a friend and fellow alumnus, Lieutenant Commander Dave Nelson, ’01, was the pharmacist in charge at my first duty station. A true leader, Dave was conscientious and devoted to those under his command and to his patients. He was always first at work and stayed late every night. Each weekend, he put in extra time covering the inpatient pharmacy, performing administration duties and calling patients back. He took the time to mentor me about navy leadership and pharmacy operations.

It was like we were back in school when we worked as interns at UW Medical Center Pharmacy. It was great reconnecting with another alumnus halfway around the world! 😊

Do you have a similar story that you would like to share in a future School of Pharmacy publication? Please send it with a photo to rxalumni@uw.edu.
Pharmacy Alumni and Friends: Out and About

Northwest Pharmacy Convention: UW Alumni Reception

Faculty, students and alumni once again descended on Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, for this annual convention that attracts practitioners from throughout the region each May.

Levy Symposium

The pharmaceutics faculty hosted a special scientific symposium in honor of Professor and former Chair of Pharmaceutics Rene Levy’s retirement this past June in Seattle. More than 120 people attended the event, “Pharmacokinetics — From Bench to Bedside.” It highlighted the many impacts that Dr. Levy has had on the profession and on his colleagues.

Bill Trager Memorial Golf Tournament

To celebrate the life of Professor and Chair Emeritus of Medicinal Chemistry Bill Trager, who passed away last year, his children organized a memorial golf tournament and dinner in August. More than 100 family members, friends and former colleagues came out for the event, which raised funds for the Trager Drug Metabolism Fellowship.
In Memoriam

**Charles Abou-Chaar**, '61, passed away in September 2009 after a prolonged illness. Born in Egypt in 1915, Abou-Chaar earned his bachelor's degree from the American University of Beirut (AUB) and his Ph.D. in pharmacognosy from the UW.

He joined the AUB Biology Department in 1977. At the time, he had taught many of the pharmacists in the Arab World. He was an international expert in medicinal plant chemistry.

Charles was a founding member of the Lebanese Association for the Advancement of Science and the Reorder of Pharmacists. In 1986, the Lebanese Ministry of Education awarded him the Education Gold Medal, first rank. In 1994, he was awarded the Gold Medal of the Order of Lebanese Pharmacists and the United Nations FAO Memorial Medal on natural diversity.

For many years, he curated the AUB's Post Herbarium, the only herbarium in Lebanon. During Lebanon's Civil War, he protected valuable plant specimens native to the Middle East. He retired in 1985.

He is survived by his children, Alexander and Mary, as well as by his grandchildren.

**Ronald A. Barnes**, '63, passed away on April 10 following aortic and mitral valve replacement. He was 78.

Born in Whitefish, Montana, in 1931, Ron joined the U.S. Navy and served as a dental assistant until his honorable discharge. He attended Santa Monica College and the UW.

In 1969, Ron purchased McCarty Drugs. In 1974, he and his wife, Joan, merged their merchandise and customer base with the Palisades Drug Co. In the mid-1990s, Ron went to Capital Drug in West Hollywood and continued his interest in alternative medicines. He became adroit in knowing which alternatives did or did not interfere with prescribed medications.

He was pharmacist in charge at Beverly Hills Medical Plaza Pharmacy for 10 years until last August when his health failed.

Ron was a past commander of American Legion Post 283 and a member of the Palisades Optimist Club and the famous Roaring 20’s.

He is survived by his wife of 53 years, Joan 'Joey' Barnes, his step-brother, Anson Barnes, and numerous nieces and nephews.

**Maxine Orr**, wife of Dean Emeritus Jack Orr, passed away in May in Seattle from complications of pneumonia. She was born in 1917 in Yeoman, Indiana. Maxine married her high school sweetheart, Jack Orr, in 1942.

The couple lived in Wisconsin, Ohio, Utah and Montana before settling in Seattle in 1956. She accepted gracefully the duties of faculty wife and a dean’s wife at the Universities of Montana and Washington. Maxine was active in the Faculty Wives’ Club at the UW and served on its Board of Directors.

She was a Life Member of the APHA Auxiliary, the WSPA Auxiliary and its King County chapter. For her services to UW women pharmacy students, she was an honorary member of Lambda Kappa Sigma.

Maxine was a member of the Wedgwood Presbyterian Church. She was a loyal Husky football fan. She also enjoyed golfing with her good friends, playing the piano and gardening. Travel was an important part of the Orrs’ lives.

Maxine is survived by her husband, Jack, daughter Judith, grandsons, Kevin and Ryan, and one great-grandson, Zayne. (Seattle Times)

Remembering Professor Emeritus and Longtime Supporter Nate Hall

Dr. Nathan “Nate” Hall, professor emeritus of pharmacy, died June 2 at Evergreen Hospice after suffering a stroke. He was 92.

Nate Hall entered the UW at the age of 16 and graduated summa cum laude at age 19. He earned his Ph.D. in Pharmacy at the UW, and was a professor of pharmacy here until his retirement in 1981.

“Dr. Hall was my undergraduate mentor; he had a major influence on my career and research,” said Dr. Bill Hayton, '67, Associate Dean of the College of Pharmacy at The Ohio State University.

“I was a participant in the NSF-sponsored Undergraduate Research Program and was in his lab at Bagley University of Sydney in Australia.

He served in the U.S. Army during World War II. He and his late wife, Florence Turnbull, enjoyed traveling. According to Professor of Medicinal Chemistry Wendel Nelson, who knew him before and during his long retirement, Dr. Hall was also very competitive, and very good at sports, including bowling, handball, and golf, which he played right into his 90s.

Dr. Hall is survived by his children, Dennis and Pamella, seven grandchildren, and his brother, Gregory. He will be missed by his many friends and admirers in the School of Pharmacy, and long remembered for his contributions to science at the University of Washington.
Shelly Gray, professor of pharmacy, was the lead author in a May *Archives of Internal Medicine* study that took place through the Women’s Health Initiative. The study, which followed more than 160,000 women between ages 50 and 79 over eight years, showed that proton pump inhibitors (PPIs), which reduce gastric-acid production in the stomach, are associated with osteoporotic fractures in postmenopausal women. Given that more than 119 million prescriptions were written for PPIs in the United States in 2009 and that they make up the third-biggest selling class of drugs, the results of her study made headlines in major media outlets throughout the world — including *The Wall Street Journal* and *Reuters*.

The UW’s Obstetric-Fetal Pharmacology Research Unit received a $5 million grant from the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development to continue its work on the clinical pharmacology of medications during pregnancy. The interdisciplinary unit, established in 2004, is one of four centers nationwide conducting research on how pregnant women’s bodies respond to medications. In the grant’s first five years, the team, led by Professor of Pharmacy Mary Hebert, has shown that glyburide and metformin, two commonly prescribed oral medications to control blood sugar in women with gestational diabetes, are eliminated more rapidly in pregnant women.

The Pharmaceutical Outcomes Research and Policy Program (PORPP) recently co-founded the UW Centers for Comparative and Health Systems Effectiveness (CHASE) Alliance. The CHASE Alliance is building on the shared strengths of researchers across the UW who are focusing on health services research, health policy and economics, patient-reported outcomes and health systems evaluation, among others. Founding members also include the Department of Health Services at the School of Public Health and the Harborview Injury Prevention and Research Center at the Schools of Medicine and Public Health. PORPP helped organize the first-ever CHASE Alliance Symposium in June, entitled “Evidence and Clinical Decisions in the Era of Health Care Reform.”